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A B S T R A C T

Cyber–Physical Systems (CPS) are distributed systems in which the state of the physical system is generally
not observable in non-trivial cases, and where state transitions of this physical system can also occur
without resulting in immediate changes to observable variables. This poses challenges for the bidirectional
synchronisation of the discrete cyber models and the partially continuous physical systems. Threats to CPS
from cyber attacks are, however, often instantiable only where conditions on the CPS state during the attack
meet certain conditions such that they drive the system state outside a desirable or safe space.

In this paper we propose an extension to an applied 𝜋-calculus in which we can capture both the behaviour
of the CPS as well as modelling possible adversary behaviour. This is achieved by embedding an algebraic
representation of Attack–Defence Trees (ADT) in the applied 𝜋-calculus and augmenting this by the addition
of a partial ordering over the constituents of the ADT within the embedding, offering an elegant mechanism
to extend ADT to ordering and time-related attacks. We illustrate the modelling approach for the case of an
electrical substation fragment in which components communicate via the IEC 61850 protocol.
1. Introduction

Attacks against CPS are no longer theoretical concepts but are real
and here before us. The attack against Natanz uranium enrichment
plant in Iran, where the infamous malware known as Stuxnet escaped
the digital realm and wreaked physical damage to a CPS [1] attest
to that fact. Most recently, researchers have discovered Ekans ran-
somware, which they observed was specifically designed to target CPS
[2]. These trends call for rethinking about how we threat model a CPS
considering timing, uncertainty, and dependencies that exist between
its entities.

Threat modelling approaches provide a systematic way of reasoning
about the potential threats to a system. Threats are events that could
compromise the confidentiality, integrity, or availability of a system,
through unauthorised disclosure, misuse, alteration or destruction [3].
There are three main approaches that may be employed to threat
model a system and they include: approaches that are concerned with
the assets of the system being threat modelled (asset-centric threat
modelling); approaches that aim to understand the nature of the at-
tackers (attack-centric threat modelling); and approaches that focus on
the software or the system (software-centric or system-centric threat
modelling) [4,5]. We are interested in using an applied 𝜋-calculus to
capture both the behaviour of the CPS as well as modelling possible
adversary behaviour.

∗ Corresponding author.
E-mail address: livinus.nweke@ntnu.no (L.O. Nweke).

CPS integrate both computation and communication capabilities in
order to control physical components. The computational elements are
used for processing measurement values received from the physical
components through the communication channels. This entails that
there are several assets that make up the CPS and the use of threat
modelling approach would be effective for understanding the potential
threats to CPS. However, the existing threat modelling approaches are
not able to capture the potential threats to CPS due to the timing,
uncertainty, and dependencies that exist between the entities of CPS.

In a CPS, the measurement values obtained from the physical com-
ponents are used to ascertain the state of the system. Unless these
parameters and how they interact with one another are threat mod-
elled, it will be difficult to know how threats to these assets may be
exploited. For example, CPS may have a handful of critical states and
if an attack is launched when the system is not in a critical state, the
impact may not be adverse. However, an attack that is launched when
the system is in a critical state would have a devastating effect. The
question that is important for a threat modelling approach to consider
is then; what is the likelihood of an attacker finding the system in a
critical state in order to launch an attack to obtain an adverse impact.

The assertion we are making in this paper is that the likelihood of an
attacker finding a CPS in a critical state cannot be expressed using the
existing threat modelling approaches. The big risk of a more abstract
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approach like the existing threat modelling approaches is that there
are chances of making a mistake by either being too confident that the
approach is going to find the threats even though an understanding of
the critical processes or states is missed or wasting a lot of resources
by defending an attack that is very unlikely. For instance, the processes
in OCTAVE (operationally threat asset and vulnerability evaluation)
[6] are narrative driven. They consider the assets of a system and
the interaction between these assets, then employ verbal reasoning to
evaluate the threats to the systems. We argue that this type of intuitive
reasoning no longer suffices for CPS where timing, uncertainty, and
dependencies between the entities exist.

Hence, we extend the attack–defence trees (ADT) with partial order-
ing to represent causality relationship and use an applied 𝜋-calculus
to describe the formal model for CPS, taking into account its unique
properties. We then define the semantics of the applied 𝜋-calculus
using a labelled transition system to highlight the CPS interactions
with the environment and to facilitate the definition of observational
equivalences such as bisimilarity. This is to allow us to capture the
potential threats to the CPS and to deduce some reasoning about the
behaviour of the system. Also, to show the utility of our model, we
present a use case scenario where the applied 𝜋-calculus is employed
to reason about false measurement injection attack against IEC 61850
protocol. The main contributions of this paper are as follows.

• We propose an extension to an applied 𝜋-calculus in which we
can capture both the behaviour of the CPS as well as modelling
possible adversary behaviour.

• We use the ADT and extend it with partial ordering of events to
show causality relationship. This allows us to represent not only
the necessary conditions for an attack to be successful but also
the sequencing of events or the way events have to be order for
the attack to be successful.

• We translate the ADT with partial ordering into the applied 𝜋-
calculus using the message synchronisation primitives for partial
ordering, which enables us to make an argument for equivalence.

• We illustrate our modelling approach for the case of an electrical
substation fragment in which components communicate via the
IEC 61850 protocol.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section 2 presents
discussion on CPS, where we use smart grid system as an example

f CPS. Also, we briefly describe the 𝜋-calculus that will be employed
o threat model the CPS. Section 3 discusses the different approaches
hat have been utilised in the literature to threat model CPS. Section 4
rovides justification on why the existing threat modelling approaches
re not able to capture the unique properties of a CPS. Section 5
resents the formal model for a CPS using an applied 𝜋-calculus and
hreat modelling of the CPS based on the formal model. In addition, the
ection describes a use case scenario to show the utility of our model.
ection 6 concludes the paper and presents future works.

. Background

In this section, we present a discussion on CPS. We use smart grid
ystem as an example of CPS to describe a high-level architecture,
here we extract some properties that are specific to CPS. Also, we
riefly discuss 𝜋-calculus that will be employed to threat model the
PS.

.1. Cyber–physical systems

CPS are systems that consist of computation, communication, and
hysical components. They combine computing and communication
apabilities with the monitoring and control of assets in the physical
omain [7]. Some of these systems are usually referred to as real-time
ystems with stringent quality of service (QoS) requirements. Also, the
2

oupling of physical and cyber components entails that any malicious
ctivity in the cyber components would have devastating effects on
he physical components, which in turn may endanger the lives of
umans operating the physical components. For this reason, CPS are
ometimes called safety-critical systems. The application of CPS span
hrough several domains including; power stations, power and water
istribution, traffic systems, oil and gas sector, etc.

In CPS, there are several assets that makeup the system and they can
e classified as follows: the cyber and control part assets, the physical
ssets, and the communication channel between the cyber and physical
ssets. The cyber assets consist of hardware, software, and data that
onnects to the Internet infrastructure. For the physical assets, they
nclude sensors and actuators that monitor the physical environment.
nd the communication channels are assets used to send data from the
hysical environment to the cyber and control parts, and commands
rom the cyber and control parts to the sensors and actuators. A high-
evel description of these assets and the communication between them
s shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 depicts a smart grid system which is an example of a complex
PS. In a smart grid system, the conventional electrical grid has been

ntegrated with information communication technology (ICT). Smart
rid system consists of several assets, and they can be classified as
e have already done in the preceding paragraph. The cyber and

ontrol part assets include the supervisory control and data acquisition
SCADA) which facilitates the interconnection of the field devices like
he sensors, actuator, etc. Also, the communication asset (Communi-
ation Network) that ensures bidirectional communication of data and
ignals in the smart grid, in addition to enabling interaction between
he cyber and physical assets. Lastly, the physical assets which include
he transformers, power transmission networks, distribution networks,
tc.

.2. 𝜋-Calculus

The 𝜋-calculus is a process algebra proposed by Robin Milner [9]
for describing and analysing concurrent systems with evolving com-
munication structure. It provides a formal mechanism for modelling
communication among processes over dynamic links [10] and has since
been extended and applied in several studies including for modelling
different types of security processes [11–14]. A system in the 𝜋-calculus
is made up of independent processes that communicate via channels.
A channel is an abstraction of the communication link and is referred
to by name. Names are the simplest entities of the 𝜋-calculus and there
are infinite number of names, represented by lowercase letters (x, y, z,
etc.).

Processes in the 𝜋-calculus evolve by performing actions. These
capabilities for action are expressed via the prefixes, of which there
are four kinds:

𝜋 ∶= 𝑥𝑦 | 𝑥(𝑧) | 𝜏 | [𝑥 = 𝑦]𝜋

The first capability is to send the name 𝑦 via name 𝑥, and the second
o receive any name via 𝑥. The third capability refers to internal action
r unobservable action. And lastly, the fourth is a conditional capability
here the capability 𝜋 is executed if 𝑥 and 𝑦 are the same. The set of
rocesses can also be defined by the syntax given in Table 1.

• A composition 𝑃 |𝑄 behaves as if processes 𝑃 and 𝑄 are running in
parallel. This implies that the two processes can evolve separately
at the same time and can operate on the channels to communicate
with each other and with the outside the network.

• The basic interaction is defined using 𝑥𝑧.𝑃 that defines an output
process that is ready to output on channel 𝑥, or 𝑥(𝑦).𝑃 that defines
an input process that is ready to receive a value over channel 𝑥.

• The replication !𝑃 behaves as an infinite number of copies of 𝑃
running in parallel.

• The name restriction operator (𝜈𝑥.𝑃 ) is a process that makes a

new, private name 𝑥, and then behaves as 𝑃 .
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Fig. 1. Smart grid system [8].
Table 1
Syntax of 𝜋-calculus.

Term Semantics

𝑃 ∶∶= Processes
0 Empty process
𝑥𝑧.𝑃 Output
𝑥(𝑦).𝑃 Input
𝑃 +𝑄 Choice
𝑃 |𝑄 Parallel composition
!𝑃 Replication
𝜈𝑥.𝑃 Restriction
𝜏 Silent function/action

• 𝜏 represents the internal (silent) action of a process that is not
observable outside the scope of the process.

• 0 is the empty process.

To briefly describe the use of the 𝜋-calculus for modelling systems,
let consider the following example which is similar to the illustration
provided by Parrow in [15]. Suppose we have a system which consists
of three processes, namely: a controller, a resource and an agent. The
controller controls access to the resource and the agent needs access to
it. We can represent the original state of the controller using a com-
munication link 𝑥. The agent interacts with the controller via another
link 𝑦 to have access to the resource. After this interaction, access
to the resource will be transferred to the agent. We can express the
communication among these processes using the 𝜋-calculus as follows:
the controller that sends 𝑥 along 𝑦 is 𝑦𝑥.𝐶; the agent that receives some
link along 𝑦 and then uses it to send data along it is 𝑦(𝑎).𝑎𝑧.𝐴. The
interaction we have described so far can be formulated in the 𝜋-calculus
as follows:

𝑦𝑥.𝐶 | 𝑦(𝑎).𝑎𝑧.𝐴
𝜏
←←←←←←→ 𝐶 | 𝑥𝑧.𝐴

However, we use the extended pi-calculus in this work to model
CPS. As we have observed already, CPS consist of a physical component
that embodies all physical aspects of a system (state variables, physical
devices, etc.) and a cyber component that interacts with the physical
devices (sensors and actuators) of the system and can communicate via
channels with other processes of the same CPS or other CPS. The overall
behaviour of the CPS is structured by the combination of the behaviours
of its subsystems. Thus, in Section 5 we use the capability of the applied
3

𝜋-calculus to model the message exchanges/interactions that captures
the specific behaviour associated with a CPS.

3. Related works

CPS security has generated a lot of attention in recent years. A
significant amount of research effort has been dedicated towards the
analysis, detection and identification of security issues in CPS. For
example, Mo et al. [16] develop a model-based techniques capable of
detecting integrity attacks on the sensors of a control system. Also,
Pasqualetti et al. in [17] present attack detection and identification in
CPS and analyse the core monitoring limitations for CPS under attack
modelled by linear time-invariant descriptor systems with exogenous
inputs. Several other works have considered security issues in CPS, such
as denial-of-service attacks [18,19], replay attacks [20–22], and false
data injection attacks [23–25]. However, the threat model used in most
of these works employs custom construct which makes them difficult
to use in different environments. Our proposed model offers a set of
constructs that can be used to decompose threats in CPS.

Threat modelling of CPS has been attempted in several works in the
literature. One of the earliest attempts to threat model CPS came from
Zalewski et al. [26]. They propose the use of a discrete time Markov
chain (DTMC) model to characterise the transitions between the secure
and insecure states of CPS. The authors argue that quantifying the
probabilities of transitions between secure and insecure states will
allow for the derivation of important inferences about the security
related features of CPS. Then, the conventional threat modelling tech-
niques (STRIDE, DREAD, CVSS) are applied in the work, to assign the
probabilities of transitions between the states. These techniques capture
threats at certain level abstraction which does not allow for reasoning
over the communication between assets and their timing property.

Martins et al. in [27] present a tool to perform a systematic threat
modelling for CPS using a real-world temperature monitoring system as
a case study. The authors use the Generic Modelling Environment for
the creation of domain-specific modelling for threat analysis CPS. Also,
they extended and deployed Microsoft SDL Threat Modelling Tools
to model, identify, and mitigate threats in a systematic way for the
proposed CPS. A model to represent CPS threats using patterns that
are related to architectural aspects of the CPS is described in [7].
The author shows how to extend the misuse pattern to characterise
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cyber–physical threats and how to enumerate and unify cyber–physical
threats.

A threat modelling framework for CPS using STRIDE is presented
in [28]. The authors demonstrate the applicability of the proposed
framework using a real synchrophasor-based synchronous islanding
test-bed in the laboratory. They show that an adversary can achieve
a specific malicious goal by exploiting threats at different locations in
the system. Also, they illustrate that by identifying component level
vulnerabilities and their potential physical consequence, STRIDE can
be applied to address such challenge. Almohri et al. in [29] present
threat modelling of medical CPS. The authors consider the roles of
stakeholders and system components. They use this understanding to
sketch an abstract architecture of medical CPS and then show the
various threat modelling options.

CPS threats and vulnerabilities analysis for train control and mon-
itoring systems is presented in [30]. The authors evaluate vulnerabili-
ties and characteristics of railway threat landscape including potential
threats, threat actors and motivations. Also, they examine the direct
impacts and cascading consequences of threats on the whole system as
well as risk produced. Atif et al. in [31] describe cyber threat analysis
for CPS. They employ data-driven approach to threat model CPS. A
machine learning algorithm based on K-Nearest-Neighbour (K-NN) is
used in this work, to ascertain the threat category faced by the CPS
considered.

Attacker models for CPS have been discussed in [32]. The authors
present a literature review of the attacker models for CPS and define a
taxonomy of ten different features that they applied to the literature.
Also, a generalised attacker and attack models for CPS has been pro-
posed in [33] and have been employed to investigate the impact of
single-point cyber attacks on a Secure Water Treatment (SWaT) system
in [34]. Unlike these attacker and attack models presented in [32–
34] where the authors utilise descriptive threat modelling techniques,
our approach allows us to be analytical. We are able to describe the
adversary behaviour at a level of details that allows us to effectively
explore the range of parameters or the behaviour of a system. This
enables us to infer not only the necessary conditions for an attack to
be successful but also the sequencing of events or the way events have
to be order for the attack to be successful.

In contrast to all the works described in this section, we present
threat modelling of CPS using an applied 𝜋-calculus in this paper. The
pplied calculus has also been used for attacking modelling in [14]. The
ain differentiator of our approach to the existing literature on threat
odelling and attack modelling in CPS is two fold. First, our method
as the potential to be automated. This is because it is possible to take
n applied pi-calculus model and translate it into a theorem prover
r prover assistance and then perform the reasoning automatically.
owever, it requires that the specification is sufficiently precise that it
an be used to reason over the semantics. Second, our approach allows
s to analyse the threats to CPS in a more precise way. It enables us
o capture the pre-conditions that are applicable to certain types of
hreats. This is because a CPS will not always be vulnerable: there will
e some states where manipulating a variable will have an effect and
here will be other states where manipulating the same variable will
ot have an effect. Our method allows us to represent these states in
he form of processes and the interaction between these processes and
o reason about the likelihood of an attacker finding the system in a
ritical state to launch an attack for adverse effect.

. Towards threat modelling of cyber–physical systems using an
pplied 𝝅-calculus

We conducted a review of the existing asset-centric threat modelling
pproaches in [35] and observed that the intuitive reasoning approach
mployed in those threat modelling approaches is not sufficient to
hreat model CPS where uncertainty, timing and dependencies between
4

he entities exist. In threat modelling of CPS, we have to take into
account that the processes we are trying to capture are not all pre-
dictable and deterministic [36]. Also, Murphy’s law holds in CPS as
it has been noted that a system with vulnerabilities will be exploited
given a suitable operational environment [37]. A possible corollary for
Murphy’s law in CPS is that because of some variations in the process,
one would obtain abnormal behaviour in the CPS at the same time as
someone probing or attacking the system.

The existing threat modelling approaches assume that the systems
being threat modelled are in a normal state when the attacker might
strike. This type of assumption cannot capture all the possible threat
scenarios in CPS because there are likelihoods that something may
be going wrong with the CPS and at the same time a threat may be
stressing the system even more. Situations like this are unlikely to
occur in conventional systems, where the existing threat modelling
approaches are usually applied. Hence, we need to find a way of
representing the interaction that are occurring between entities in CPS
taking into account the unpredictable and nondeterministic behaviour
of CPS.

Moreover, the existing threat modelling approaches are not good at
expressing timing property between assets and operations. CPS as we
have already observed, may have a handful of critical states. The threat
modelling process for CPS should have a way of depicting such critical
states because if an attack is launched when CPS is not in a critical
state, the impact may be negligible. Unfortunately, the existing threat
modelling approaches do not have a way of expressing the likelihood
that an attacker may find the system in a critical state. Thus, it is
important to consider an appropriate threat modelling approach for
CPS, which takes into consideration the timing property between assets
and operations.

Also, the inherent nature of CPS implies that there are dependencies
between the assets at different levels and the operations of the system.
It is no longer the case that the behaviour of the system can be
understood by looking at the assets at the different components in
isolation, but rather in combination with other assets. This is because
an asset in CPS may be critical not in its own right, but instead as a
provider for services in another asset. Also, these dependencies can be
annotated with additional requirements to reason about how threats to
these assets may be realised.

In additional to the dependencies between the assets at different
levels and the operations of CPS, threats to availability are impor-
tant requirements to consider. In a typical CPS, we are dealing with
availability problem for example, redundancy. We are interested in ex-
pressing risks and threats to assets and services which can be provided
in different ways. It is possible to examine a situation where we have
an asset with a vulnerability, and to know if we can replace the output
of that asset with some other substitute asset to give the same input to
another asset that depends on the asset with a vulnerability.

By explicitly exposing the communication between the assets of a
CPS using an applied 𝜋-calculus, we can deduce some reasoning about
the behaviour of the system. One of the things that could be interesting
for such a model is what it tells us about, for example, what an
adversary can and cannot know about the state of CPS. There are some
assets of the system that are only going to expose some information
through messages or other interactions; and if an attacker is place at a
particular place in that topology, the attacker would not be able to see
any interaction unless there is a way of getting the message across. This
is a useful insight because it might mean that any adversary would not
be able to make use of this information and may have to rely on some
sort of model.

Generally, we need a formal way of expressing these requirements
that are peculiar to CPS environment. This will facilitate the deploy-
ment of an appropriate threat modelling approach for the identification
of threats to assets in CPS. So far, different methodologies have been
proposed for formal modelling of CPS for the purpose of identifying
threats to the system. However, we employ an applied 𝜋-calculus in
this paper as described in following section to formally model the CPS
environment. Then, we deploy the threat modelling approach using an

applied 𝜋-calculus to evaluate threats that are applicable to CPS.
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5. Threat modelling of cyber–physical systems using an applied
𝝅-calculus

In this section, we present a formal model for CPS using an applied
𝜋-calculus. The formal model takes into account the requirements
identified in the preceding subsection to ensure that the threats to CPS
are captured. We then use the formal model to threat modelled the CPS.

5.1. Formal model for cyber–physical system

An essential step in threat modelling a system is to develop a
model of the system to be threat modelled. This would allow for the
identification assets of the system and to reason about the likelihood
of those assets being compromised. The process of identifying assets of
a system is an important approach in threat analysis. It provides the
security practitioner with insights into the most critical assets of the
system and ensures efficient deployment of resources to protect those
critical assets.

A CPS has a physical process under its control, a set of sensors
that report the state of the process to a controller, which in turn sends
control signals to actuators to maintain the system in a desired state.
The controller also communicates with a supervisory and configuration
device (e.g., a SCADA system in the power grid) which can monitor
the system or change the settings of the controller. Fig. 1 illustrates an
example of CPS architecture. CPS consist of two components: a physical
lant/environment that encloses all physical aspects of a system (state
ariables, physical devices, etc.) and a cyber component represented as
concurrent process that interacts with the physical devices (sensors

nd actuators) of the system and can communicate via channels with
ther processes of the same CPS or with processes of other CPS.

CPS are widely modelled as a linear discrete-time stochastic system
n state–space form as follows:

𝑥𝑡+1 = 𝐴𝑥𝑡 + 𝐵𝑢𝑡 +𝑤𝑡,
𝑦𝑡 = 𝐶𝑥𝑡 + 𝑒𝑡,

(1)

where 𝑥 ∈ R𝑛 and 𝑢 ∈ R𝑚 denote the plant’s state and input vectors,
respectively, while 𝑦 ∈ R𝑝 is the plant’s output vector obtained from
measurements of 𝑝 sensors from the set 𝑆 = {1, 2,… , 𝑝}. The process
noise 𝑤𝑡 ∈ R𝑛 and the measurement noise 𝑒𝑡 ∈ R𝑚 obey some zero-
mean stochastic distributions. Moreover, 𝐴 ∈ R𝑛𝑥𝑛 is the system matrix,
𝐵 ∈ R𝑛𝑥𝑝 is the actuator matrix and 𝐶 ∈ R𝑚𝑥𝑛 is the measurement
matrix. The next state 𝑥𝑡+1 depends on the current state 𝑥𝑡 and the
corresponding control actions 𝑢𝑡, at the sampling instant 𝑡 ∈ 𝑁 .

As shown in Fig. 2, the physical plant is supported by a communi-
cation network through which the sensor measurements and actuator
data are exchanged with the controller. The main interactions between
cyber and physical components can be described as follows:

• The interactions between the physical plant and sensors
• The interaction between the sensors and the controller
• The interactions between the controller and the actuators
• The interactions between the actuators and the physical plant

An applied 𝜋− calculus representation

The combination of the physical systems (𝐺) and the cyber components
(𝑃 ) which represents a typical example of CPS, improves the operations
of the physical systems but introduces challenges to the bidirectional
synchronisation between the components. Based on Lanotte et al. [14]
work, a variant of applied 𝜋−calculus is used to formalise and model
the interactions of the CPS.

Physical Component : let ̄ ⊆  be a set of state variables, ̄ ⊆ 
be a set of actuators, and ̄ ⊆  be a set of sensors. The physical envi-
ronment 𝐺 is represented as {𝜉𝑥, 𝜉𝑢, 𝜉𝑤, 𝑒𝑣𝑜𝑙, 𝜉𝑒, 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠, 𝑖𝑛𝑣, 𝑠𝑎𝑓𝑒, 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑒},
5

where:
• 𝜉 ∈ R̄ is the state function that returns the current value
associated to each variable in 

• 𝜉𝑢 ∈ R̄ is the actuator function that returns the current value
associated to actuators in 

• 𝜉𝑤 ∈ R̄ is the uncertainty function that returns the uncer-
tainty/accuracy associated to each state variable

• 𝑒𝑣𝑜𝑙: R̄𝑥R̄𝑥R̄ → 2R̄ is the evolution map that models the
evolution law of the physical system, where changes made on the
actuators may reflect on state variables

• 𝜉𝑒 ∈ R̄ is the sensor-error function that returns maximum error
associated to sensors in ̄

• 𝑚𝑒𝑎𝑠: R̄𝑥R̄ → 2R̄ is the measurement map that returns the set of
next admissible sensor measurements based on the current state
function

• 𝑖𝑛𝑣: R̄ → {𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒, 𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒} is the invariant set that returns the set of
state functions that satisfy the invariant of the system

• 𝑠𝑎𝑓𝑒: R̄ → {𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒, 𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒} is the safety function that represents
the set of state functions that satisfy the safety conditions of the
system

• 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑒: R̄ → {𝑡𝑟𝑢𝑒, 𝑓𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒} is the security function that represents
the set of state functions that satisfy the security properties of the
system. Specifically, if a CPS gets into an insecure state, then its
security property may get compromised

The cyber components of a CPS are defined using an applied 𝜋−
calculus with constructs to read values detected at the sensors and write
values on actuators. Processes are defined as follows:

𝑃 ,𝑄 ∶∶= 𝑛𝑖𝑙 | 𝜏.𝑃 | 𝑃 |𝑄 | ⌊𝜋.𝑃 ⌋𝑄 | 𝑖𝑓
(𝑏) {𝑃 } 𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒 {𝑄}

𝜋 ∶∶= 𝑠𝑛𝑑 𝑐⟨𝑣⟩ | 𝑟𝑐𝑣 𝑐(𝑥) | 𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑 𝑠(𝑥) |𝑤𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑒 �̄�⟨𝑣⟩
𝜇 ∶∶= 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑔𝑒 𝑝⟨𝑣⟩ | 𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝 𝑎(𝑥)
The nil represents a terminated process. The process 𝜏.𝑃 represents

silent action and then continues as 𝑃 . 𝑃 |𝑄 denotes the parallel com-
osition of concurrent threads 𝑃 and 𝑄. Thus, ⌊𝑠𝑛𝑑 𝑐⟨𝑣⟩.𝑃 ⌋𝑄 sends the
alue 𝑣 on channel 𝑐, and it continues as 𝑃 ; otherwise, it evolves into
. The process [𝑟𝑐𝑣 𝑐(𝑥).𝑃 ]𝑄 represents the reception case. The pro-

ess [𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑 𝑠(𝑥).𝑃 ]𝑄 reads the value detected by the sensor 𝑆, whereas
𝑤𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑒 �̄�⟨𝑣⟩.𝑃 ]𝑄 writes on the actuator 𝑎. The process 𝑖𝑓 (𝑏){𝑃 }𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒{𝑄}
s the standard conditional, where 𝑏 is a decidable guard. For {𝜇 ∈
𝑜𝑟𝑔𝑒 𝑝⟨𝑣⟩, 𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝 𝑎(𝑥)}, the process ⌊𝜇.𝑃 ⌋𝑄 denotes the threats target-

ng a CPS system. Specifically, the attacks represent integrity attacks
n data coming from sensors to the controller and dropping of actuator
ommands.

abelled transition semantics

We define the semantics of the applied 𝜋-calculus using a labelled
ransition system to highlight the CPS interactions with the environment
nd enable the definition of observational equivalences such as bisimi-
arity. The operational semantics is given in Tables 2 and 3. The rules of
able 2 describe the behaviour of processes whereas the rules in Table 3
escribe the behaviour of a CPS. A transition of 𝑃 has the form 𝑃

𝛼
←⟶ 𝑃 ′,

pecifying that 𝑃 can perform action 𝛼 to evolve into 𝑃 ′ where 𝛼 can
epresent different actions. The meta-variable 𝛼 ranges over labels in
he set {𝑛𝑖𝑙, 𝜏, 𝑐𝑣, 𝑐𝑣, 𝑎!𝑣, 𝑠?𝑣, 𝑝!𝑣, 𝑝?𝑣,
∶ 𝑝}. Rules(outp), (Inpp) and (Com) serve to model channel com-
unication on some channel 𝑐. Rules (write) and (read) denote the
riting/reading of some data on the physical device 𝑝. Rule (SensWrite)
odels an integrity attack on sensor 𝑠. Rule (Par) propagates untimed

ctions over parallel components.
The transition rules for the physical and cyber components are given

n Table 3. A CPS can evolve if the invariant property is satisfied,
therwise the system will be in undesirable state or deadlocked. Actions
anged over by 𝛼 are in the set {𝜏, 𝑐𝑣, 𝑐𝑣, 𝑛𝑖𝑙}. These actions denote
on-observable activities (𝜏), observable activities such as channel
ransmissions (𝑐𝑣 and 𝑐𝑣). Rules (out) and (Inp) model transmission and
eception with an external system on a channel 𝑐. Rule (SensRead) mod-
ls the reading of the current data detected at sensor 𝑠. Rule(ActWrite)
odels the writing of a value 𝑣 on an actuator 𝑎.
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Fig. 2. Interaction of a simplified CPS components.
Table 2
LTS for processes.

(𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑝) −

⌊𝑠𝑛𝑑𝑐⟨𝑣⟩.𝑃 ⌋𝑄
𝑐𝑣
←←←⟶𝑃

(𝐼𝑛𝑝𝑝) −

⌊𝑟𝑐𝑣𝑐(𝑥).𝑃 ⌋𝑄
cv
←←←←⟶𝑃 {𝑣∕𝑥}

(𝐶𝑜𝑚) 𝑃
𝑐𝑣
←←←⟶𝑃 ′ 𝑄

cv
←←←←⟶𝑄′

𝑃 |𝑄
𝜏
←⟶𝑃 ′

|𝑄′
(𝑃𝑎𝑟) 𝑃

𝜆
←⟶𝑃 ′ 𝜆≠𝑛𝑖𝑙

𝑃 |𝑄
𝜆
←⟶𝑃 ′

|𝑄

(𝑊 𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑒) −

⌊𝑤𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑒𝑎⟨𝑣⟩.𝑃 ⌋𝑄
a!v
←←←←←←⟶𝑃

(𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑑) −

⌊𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑠(𝑥).𝑃 ⌋𝑄
s?v
←←←←←←←⟶𝑃 {𝑣∕𝑥}

(𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑔𝑒) 𝑃
!𝑠!𝑣

←←←←←←←←⟶𝑃 ′ 𝑄
!𝑠?𝑣

←←←←←←←←←⟶𝑄′

𝑃 |𝑄
𝜏∶𝑠
←←←←←←←⟶𝑃 ′

|𝑄′
(𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑑) 𝑃

𝑎!𝑣
←←←←←←⟶𝑃 ′ 𝑄

!𝑎?𝑣
←←←←←←←←←←⟶𝑄′

𝑃 |𝑄
𝜏∶𝑎

←←←←←←←←⟶𝑃 ′
|𝑄′

Table 3
LTS for CPS.

(𝑂𝑢𝑡) 𝑃
𝑐𝑣
←←←⟶𝑃 ′ 𝑖𝑛𝑣(𝐺)

𝐺⨝𝑃
𝑐𝑣
←←←⟶𝐺⨝𝑃 ′

(𝐼𝑛𝑝) 𝑃
cv
←←←←⟶𝑃 ′ 𝑖𝑛𝑣(𝐺)

𝐺⨝𝑃
cv
←←←←⟶𝐺⨝𝑃 ′

(𝑆𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑅𝑒𝑎𝑑) 𝑃
s?v
←←←←←←←⟶𝑃 ′ 𝑠∈𝑆 𝑖𝑛𝑣(𝐺) 𝑣∈𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑑_𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑜𝑟(𝐺,𝑠)

𝐺⨝𝑃
𝜏
←⟶𝐺⨝𝑃 ′

(𝑇 𝑎𝑢) 𝑃
𝜏
←⟶𝑃 ′ 𝑖𝑛𝑣(𝐺)

𝐺⨝𝑃
𝜏
←⟶𝐺⨝𝑃 ′

(𝐴𝑐𝑡𝑊 𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑒) 𝑃
a!v
←←←←←←⟶𝑃 ′ 𝑎∈𝑆 𝐺′=𝑢𝑝𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑒_𝑎𝑐𝑡(𝐺,𝑎,𝑣)

𝐺⨝𝑃
𝜏
←⟶𝐺′ ⨝𝑃 ′

(𝐷𝑒𝑎𝑑𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘)
′ 𝑖𝑛𝑣(𝐺)

𝐺⨝𝑃
deadlock

←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←⟶𝐺⨝𝑃

(𝑆𝑎𝑓𝑒𝑡𝑦)
′𝑠𝑎𝑓𝑒(𝐺) 𝑖𝑛𝑣(𝐺)

𝐺⨝𝑃
unsafe

←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←⟶𝐺⨝𝑃
(𝑆𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑦)

′𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑟𝑒(𝐺) 𝑖𝑛𝑣(𝐺)

𝐺⨝𝑃
insecure

←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←←⟶𝐺⨝𝑃

Bisimulation

Bisimulation is a binary relation between state transition systems
in which the systems behave in the same way in the sense that one
system simulates the other and vice versa. The operational semantics of
the CPS is described above in terms of a Labelled Transition Semantics
similar to the SOS style of Plotkin [38]. This subsection defines a weak
bisimulation-based behavioural equivalence for CPS. The capability to
observe physical events depends on the capability of the cyber compo-
nents to recognise these events by acting on sensors and actuators, and
also, the transmission of messages (over unrestricted channels) can be
observed.

Consider the labelled transition system 𝐴 = (𝑆,𝐴𝑐𝑡,→, 𝑠, 𝑇 ). A
relation 𝑅 over CPSs 𝑅 ⊆ 𝑆𝑥𝑆 is defined as a weak bisimulation relation
iff for all 𝑠, 𝑡 ∈ 𝑆 such that 𝑠 𝑅 𝑡, the following conditions hold [39]:

1. If 𝑠
𝛼
←⟶ 𝑠′, then

• either 𝛼 = 𝜏 and 𝑠′ 𝑅 𝑡, or
• there is a sequence 𝑡

𝜏
←⟶ ...

𝜏
←⟶

a
←⟶

𝜏
←⟶ ...

𝜏
←⟶ 𝑡′ such that 𝑠′ 𝑅 𝑡′

2. Symmetrically, if 𝑡
𝛼
←⟶ 𝑡′, then

• either 𝛼 = 𝜏 and 𝑠 𝑅 𝑡′, or
• there is a sequence 𝑠

𝜏
←⟶ ...

𝜏
←⟶

𝛼
←⟶

𝜏
←⟶ ...

𝜏
←⟶ 𝑠′ such that 𝑠′ 𝑅 𝑡′

3. If 𝑠 ∈ 𝑇 , then there is a sequence 𝑡
𝜏
←⟶ ...

𝜏
←⟶ 𝑡′ such that 𝑡′ ∈ 𝑇

4. Again, symmetrically, if 𝑡 ∈ 𝑇 , then there is a sequence 𝑠
𝜏
←⟶

...
𝜏
←⟶ 𝑠′ such that 𝑠′ ∈ 𝑇

Two states 𝑠, 𝑡 are weakly bisimilar (𝑠 ≈ 𝑡) if there exists a weak
bisimulation 𝑅 such that ⟨𝑠, 𝑡⟩ ∈ 𝑅. In order to consider two states
equivalent, it is necessary that for each visible action performed by
one of them, the other has to have the possibility of performing the
6

same visible action possibly preceded and followed by any number of
invisible actions.

We consider two states (systems) are equivalent if they behave
indistinguishably in the presence/absence of any adversary, where the
adversary can compromise the security property of the system.

5.2. Threat modelling of cyber–physical systems using an applied 𝜋-calculus

This section formalises a threat model using an applied 𝜋-calculus
to specify denial of service and man-in-the-middle (MITM) attacks that
can manipulate sensor readings or control commands in order to drive
a CPS into an undesired state. In Fig. 2, the output of the process (𝑦𝑡) is
transmitted over a communication network, and the received output is
used to compute control actions (𝑢𝑡) which are sent back to the physical
process. In between the transmission and reception of sensor data and
control commands, an attacker may replace the signals coming from
the sensors to the controller and from the controller to the actuators.
Thus, after each transmission and reception, the attacked output �̄� and
attacked input �̄� take the form
{

�̄�𝑡 ∶= 𝑦𝑡 + 𝛿𝑦𝑡 ,
�̄�𝑡 ∶= 𝑢𝑡 + 𝛿𝑢𝑡 ,

(2)

where 𝛿𝑦𝑡 ∈ R𝑚 and 𝛿𝑢𝑡 ∈ R𝑙 denote additive sensor and actuator attacks,
respectively.

Then, a system under attack from Eqs. (1) is modelled by
{

𝑥𝑡+1 = 𝐴𝑥𝑡 + 𝐵(𝑢𝑡 + 𝛿𝑢𝑡 ) +𝑤𝑡,
�̄�𝑡 = 𝐶𝑥𝑡 + 𝑒𝑡 + 𝛿𝑦𝑡 .

(3)

A residue vector (𝛥𝑧𝑡) represents the difference between the system
in the presence of attacks �̄�𝑡 and the system without attacks 𝑧𝑡, and
it determines if an attack can be detected or not. An attack is hardly
detectable if 𝛥𝑧𝑡 is small enough, i.e., there exist 𝛿 > 0 such that if
‖𝛥𝑧𝑡‖ ≤ 𝛿,∀𝑡 ∈  [40].

Different attack scenarios can also be considered in the architecture
illustrated in Fig. 2:

1. An attacker can inject false measurement into the system by
faking sensor data and causing the controller to act on malicious
data. This can be formalised in the applied calculus as:

𝑆(𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑔𝑒 𝑀)𝑎𝑑𝑣 = 𝑠𝑛𝑑 𝑐𝑆𝐶 ⟨𝑀⟩

where 𝑐𝑆𝐶 is the channel used by the sensor for sending measure-
ment value to the controller;

2. An attacker may be able to compromise the controller and send
incorrect control signals to the actuators. This can be formalised
in the applied calculus as:

𝐶 = 𝑟𝑐𝑣 𝑐𝑆𝐶 (𝑥). 𝑠𝑛𝑑 𝑐𝐶𝐴⟨𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑚. 𝑥⟩𝑎𝑑𝑣

where 𝑐𝑆𝐶 is the channel used by the controller for receiving
measurement value from the sensor and 𝑐𝐶𝐴 is the channel used
by the controller for sending a control signal to the actuators;
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3. An attacker can compromise the actuators and execute a control
action that is different to what the controller intended. This can
be formalised in the applied calculus as:

𝐴 = 𝑟𝑐𝑣 𝑐𝐶𝐴(𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑝𝑟𝑜𝑚. 𝑥)𝑎𝑑𝑣

where 𝑐𝐶𝐴 is the channel used by the actuators for receiving
measurement value from the controller.

epending on the motive and level of access, an adversary may block
nd/or modify messages from a compromised device or link. For exam-
le, if an attacker controls a sensor that outputs a measurement, then
he controller may receive a corrupted version of the measurement. And
ecause we are explicitly modelling distributed systems, we are not able
o obtain a global view of the dynamical state of the system. However,
e can approximate the dynamics of the system using the local state of

he processes. These dynamics will be reflected in the message passing
n the applied 𝜋-calculus.

Moreover, we are interested in the threats posed by cyber–physical
ttacks and are concerned with events that leaves a reflection in the
yber domain. Since the cyber domain is a distributed system, we
onsider the synchronisation that can be observed and modified by
he attacker. And for the physical system, the internal processes will
volve according to certain dynamics but what can be observed are
nly the reflection of the internal dynamics whenever there is an
nteraction with another process. The zero dynamics or the internal
ehaviour of the processes is beyond the scope of our model. Also,
abelled bisimilarity has been showed to be the same as observation
quivalence [12,41]. This implies that as long as we have bisimilarity
nd can prove it, the internal dynamics of the physical system process
an be inferred.

To formally reason about the necessary conditions for the attacks
escribed above to be successful, we use attack–defence trees (ADT)
hich are employed to analyse an attack–defence scenario [42] and
xtend it with partial ordering of events to show causality relation-
hip. We then translate the ADT with partial ordering into an applied
-calculus using the message synchronisation primitives for partial
rdering. This is because an ADT shows that a particular attack will
ucceed if some conditions are met but the approach only works if there
s no timing or sequencing of events. The abstract representation of ADT
ith partial ordering is depicted in Fig. 3.

One of the main goals of an attacker in the CPS environment
s to cause an undesirable state change in the physical system. We
onsider two forms of attacks that can be deployed to drive the physical
ystem into an undesirable state: attacking the sensor or attacking the
ctuator. In order to drive the physical system into an undesirable
tate using the sensor, the attacker needs both, to compromise the
ommunication channel and to inject false sensor measurement value.
e ignore how an attacker might inject the false sensor measurement

alue and focus on how the communication channel is compromised.
he communication channel could be compromised using MITM attack.
owever, the defender could counter the attacker’s action by securing

he communication channel. This defence mechanism is subject to the
equirements of the specific CPS environment.

For actuator attack, the attacker needs to compromise the com-
unication channel and to inject false control command. We ignore
ow an attacker might inject the false control command and focus
n the communication channel is compromised. Similar to the sensor
ttack, the communication channel can be compromised through MITM
ttack. Also, the defender can protect against this attack by securing
he communication channel. This protection mechanism would have
o be designed so as to meet the requirements of the specific CPS
nvironment that such mechanism would be deployed.

The ADT with partial ordering representing the above described
tate is shown in Fig. 4. And the ADTerm representing the ADT using
7

the semantics that can be found in [42] with an extension to show
partial ordering of events is given as follows:

𝑝
⋁

[

∧𝑝
(

MITM, ≤ 𝑐𝑝
(

∧𝑝(Comm. Channel, False Sensor

Value), 𝑐𝑜(Secure Comm. Channel)
)

, ≤ Sensor
)

,

∧𝑝
(

MITM, ≤ 𝑐𝑝
(

∧𝑝(Comm. Channel, False Control

Command), 𝑐𝑜(Secure Comm. Channel)
)

, ≤ Actuator
)]

his formalism can be translated into the applied 𝜋-calculus using the
essage synchronisation primitives for partial ordering to represent not

nly the necessary conditions for an attack to be successful but also the
equencing of events or the way events have to be order for the attack
o be successful. This allows us to reason about the timing property of
he CPS because the concept of time is derived from the order in which
vents occur [43]. Although we do not consider explicit timing, we use
artial ordering of events to represent dependencies of internal states
nd the function over these states and how they are linked together
ith the message — basically the semantics of the applied 𝜋-calculus.
hus, we have internal states that represent the current states and then
e have a message and that message is implicitly creating a partial
rdering over the events which we might consider the equivalent of
DT but with sequencing of operation.

To translate the ADT with partial ordering in Fig. 4 into an applied
-calculus using the message synchronisation primitives for partial
rdering and taking the sensor attack into consideration, the sensor (𝑆),
ontroller (𝐶) and actuator (𝐴) activities can be represented as parallel
omposition (𝑆|𝐶|𝐴). This composition where 𝑆 and 𝐶 are connected
y a channel 𝑐𝑆𝐶 , and 𝐶 and 𝐴 by a channel 𝑐𝐶𝐴 shows the partial
rdering of the events within the CPS. The sensor uses 𝑐𝑆𝐶 channel for
ending a measurement to the controller, and the controller uses 𝑐𝐶𝐴
hannel for sending a control signal to the actuators. We can represent
hese partial orders as follows:

𝑆 → 𝐶 ∶ 𝑀 𝑜𝑛 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑙 𝑐𝑆𝐶
→ 𝐴 ∶ 𝑀 𝑜𝑛 𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑙 𝑐𝐶𝐴

The actual applied 𝜋−calculus description of this message interac-
ion (M) is:

𝑆(𝑀) = 𝑠𝑛𝑑 𝑐𝑆𝐶 ⟨𝑀⟩

𝐶 = 𝑟𝑐𝑣 𝑐𝑆𝐶 (𝑥). 𝑠𝑛𝑑 𝑐𝐶𝐴⟨𝑥⟩

𝐴 = 𝑟𝑐𝑣 𝑐𝐶𝐴(𝑥)

𝑡𝑟𝑙(𝑀) = (𝜈𝑐𝑆𝐶 )(𝜈𝑐𝐶𝐴)(𝑆(𝑀)|𝐶|𝐴)

Thus, the whole CPS is defined as: 𝐶𝑃𝑆 = 𝐺⨝𝐶𝑡𝑟𝑙(𝑀), where 𝐺
s the physical environment defined in Section 5.1.

Similarly, the adversary’s actions must coincide with message trans-
ctions for an attack to be successful. We consider Dolev–Yao threat
odel [44] where an adversary can compromise the communication

hannel to inject false measurement into the system by faking sensor
ata and causing the controller to act on malicious data. An applied
-calculus description of the false measurement injection using the
ompromised communication channel and false sensor measurement
alue 𝑆𝑎𝑑𝑣 can be given as follows:

𝑆(𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑔𝑒 𝑀)𝑎𝑑𝑣 = 𝑠𝑛𝑑 𝑐𝑆𝐶 ⟨𝑀⟩

𝐶 = 𝑟𝑐𝑣 𝑐𝑆𝐶 (𝑥). 𝑠𝑛𝑑 𝑐𝐶𝐴⟨𝑥⟩

𝐴 = 𝑟𝑐𝑣 𝑐𝐶𝐴(𝑥)

𝑡𝑟𝑙(𝑀)𝑎𝑑𝑣 = (𝜈𝑐𝑆𝐶 )(𝜈𝑐𝐶𝐴)(𝑆(𝑀)𝑎𝑑𝑣|𝐶|𝐴)

Thus, the CPS under attack is defined as:

�̄� 𝑆 = 𝐺⨝𝐶𝑡𝑟𝑙(𝑀)𝑎𝑑𝑣

It is then trivial to derive the necessary conditions under which the
ttack will be successful and the way events have to be order for the
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Fig. 3. An abstract attack–defence tree with partial ordering.
Fig. 4. The attack–defence tree with partial ordering for CPS attack.
attack to be successful. Therefore, our threat model allows us to know

not only the conditions the attacker would have to meet to be successful

but also the partial ordering of the events needed for the successful

execution of the attack in the CPS environment.
8

5.3. Use case scenario

In this subsection, we demonstrate the utility of our proposed model
using the IEC 61850 based substation. The IEC 61850 is a standard
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which defines the communication requirements for substation automa-
tion [45]. The communication architecture for substation automation
as defined by IEC 61850 standard include three different levels of
communication, namely: the station level, the bay level and the process
level [45]. The IEC 61850 communication architecture is shown in
Fig. 5.

However, for the purpose of illustrating the use of our model, we
use an applied 𝜋-calculus to reason about the potential threats to the
nteraction within/between the process level and the bay level. The
rocess level as can be seen from Fig. 5 consists of devices such in-
elligent switchgear, current transformer (CT), and voltage transformer
VT); and the bay level consists of protection and control devices
hich include relays, intelligent electronic devices (IEDs), and phasor
easurement unit (PMU). IEC 61850 protocols such as the generic

bject-oriented substation event (GOOSE) and sampled value (SV) are
hen employed for communication within/between the process level
nd the bay level. Whilst GOOSE is used to send tripping signals from
he IEDs to a circuit breaker (CB), SV is used to send sampled voltage
nd current values from MU to IEDs.

The bay level consists of different IEDs that collect sample measured
alues from the process level devices (currents and voltages using
ampled value messages from merging units) via the communication
hannel (local area network). The IEDs can make local control de-
isions, protect irregularities from the process level, transmit data
o other IEDs, or send the data to the substation level for further
rocessing and monitoring. Also, the CB will receive a trip signal from
he IEDs using a GOOSE message travelling in the process bus.

Moreover, there are situations where the CB may fail. The protective
echanisms for such scenarios are initiated via the communication

hannel. The IED relay would broadcast a GOOSE message to the
djacent break control relays. On receiving the GOOSE message, the
reaker control relays would trip and block close their respective
reakers. The breaker control relays also communicate with each other
sing the communication channel.

However, an adversary may inject false streaming measurement
ata (currents and voltages) with the intent of causing the protective
elays to issue false tripping commands (inducing the IED to trip CBs).
or instance, a malicious MU (sensor) can issue a false SV to an IED
controller) that indicates a fault current when there is no fault, and
t leads to a needless CB trip action by the relay subscribing to the SV
tream.

The interaction between the adversary and the defender can be
epresented using the ADT with partial ordering. As we have observed
n the description of our use case scenario, the main goal of the attacker
s to cause physical state change i.e., needless CB trip action by the relay
ubscribing to the SV stream. To achieve this goal, the attacker would
ave to cause a sensor change. This sensor change can be triggered
y compromising the communication channel and injecting false SV
alue. In this type of attack, MITM approach can be adopted by in
rder to compromise the communication channel. The defender, on
he other hand, can counter the actions of the attacker by securing
he communication channel between the sensor and the controller.
he ADT with partial ordering showing this interaction between the
ttacker and the defender for the use case scenario we have described
s equivalent to the sensor attack path of the ADT with partial ordering
or CPS attack in Section 5.2.

The ADT translation into an applied 𝜋-calculus using the message
synchronisation primitives for partial ordering, representing the MU,
IED and CB regular measurement (RM) interaction instance, and its
variant with the false measurement injection (FMI) attack is given as
follows:

𝑆(𝑀) = 𝑠𝑛𝑑 𝑐𝑆𝐶 ⟨𝑀⟩

𝐶 = 𝑟𝑐𝑣 𝑐𝑆𝐶 (𝑥). 𝑠𝑛𝑑 𝑐𝐶𝐴⟨𝑥⟩

𝐴 = 𝑟𝑐𝑣 𝑐𝐶𝐴(𝑥)

𝑀(𝑀) = (𝜈𝑐 )(𝜈𝑐 )(𝑆(𝑀)|𝐶|𝐴)
9

𝑆𝐶 𝐶𝐴
The MU measurement instance with the false measurement injection
attacks is given as follows:

𝑆(𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑔𝑒 𝑀)𝑎𝑑𝑣 = 𝑠𝑛𝑑 𝑐𝑆𝐶 ⟨𝑀⟩

𝐶 = 𝑟𝑐𝑣 𝑐𝑆𝐶 (𝑥). 𝑠𝑛𝑑 𝑐𝐶𝐴⟨𝑥⟩

𝐴 = 𝑟𝑐𝑣 𝑐𝐶𝐴(𝑥)
𝐹𝑀𝐼(𝑀)𝑎𝑑𝑣 = (𝜈𝑐𝑆𝐶 )(𝜈𝑐𝐶𝐴)(𝑆(𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑔𝑒 𝑀)𝑎𝑑𝑣|𝐶|𝐴)

We can then make an argument for equivalence where we can say
whether that this attack can be successful. For example, the outputs
of these two instances (i.e., 𝑅𝑀(𝑀) and 𝐹𝑀𝐼(𝑀)𝑎𝑑𝑣) can be con-
sidered indistinguishable by an external observer such as the defence
mechanism. This undetectability property can be formalised as observa-
tional equivalence [10]. Observational equivalence is used to express
the notion that two system instances are observationally equivalent
if they behave indistinguishably from the defender’s or the attacker’s
perspective. It can be used to specify security properties such as the
inability of the defender or the attacker to distinguish between two
instances of a system. To show the undetectability property of the two
output instances, we use weak bisimulation defined in Section 5.1 as
follows.

Given the two instances 𝑅𝑀(𝑀) and 𝐹𝑀𝐼(𝑀)𝑎𝑑𝑣, let us assume
hat

𝑖 ≈ 𝑅𝑀(𝑀)

nd

𝑖 ≈ 𝐹𝑀𝐼(𝑀)𝑎𝑑𝑣

or all 𝑖. Our goal is to show that 𝑃𝑖 ≈ 𝑄𝑖 for each 𝑖. To achieve this, it
s sufficient to demonstrate that

= { (𝑃 ,𝑄) |𝑃 ≈ 𝑃𝑖 and𝑄 ≈ 𝑄𝑖 for some 𝑖 }

is a weak bisimulation.

Proof. So, let us consider an arbitrary pair (𝑃 ,𝑄) ∈ 𝑆. First, suppose
𝑃 ⇒ 𝑃 ′. Then

𝑃 ≈ 𝑃𝑖 ≈ 𝑅𝑀(𝑀) ⇒ 𝑃 ′′ ≈ 𝑃 ′, for some𝑃 ′′.

But since 𝛼𝑖𝑗 ≠ 𝜏 for all 𝑖, 𝑗; it follows that 𝑃 ≈ 𝑃 ′. By selecting
𝑄′ = 𝑄, we actually have a 𝑄′ such that 𝑄 ⇒ 𝑄′ and (𝑃 ′, 𝑄′) ∈ 𝑆.

Also, suppose 𝑃
𝜆
⇐⇐⇐⇐⇒ 𝑃 ′. Then

≈ 𝑃𝑖 ≈ 𝑅𝑀(𝑀)
𝜆
←←←←←←→ 𝑃𝑘 ⇒ 𝑃 ′′ ≈ 𝑃 ′,

here 𝜆 = 𝛼𝑖𝑗 and 𝑃𝑘 = 𝑃𝑘(𝑖𝑗) for some 𝑗. Using the same reasoning as
above, 𝑃𝑘 ≈ 𝑃 ′. Further, we have

𝐹𝑀𝐼(𝑀)𝑎𝑑𝑣
𝜆
←←←←←←→ 𝑄𝑘;

but

𝑄𝑖 ≈ 𝐹𝑀𝐼(𝑀)𝑎𝑑𝑣,

so

𝑄
𝜆
⇐⇐⇐⇐⇒ 𝑄′ ≈ 𝑄𝑘

for some 𝑄′, which is what we require to complete the proof.

Consequently, for the false measurement injection attack we have
described, the necessary conditions for the attack to be successful and
the sequencing of events or the way events have to be order for the
attack to be successful are given by the sensor attack path of the
ADT with partial ordering for CPS attack in Fig. 4. We also translated
the ADT with partial ordering into an applied 𝜋−calculus using the
message synchronisation primitives for partial ordering so as to make
an argument for equivalence; where we have showed that the false
measurement injection attack can be successful if the output of the two
instances – 𝑅𝑀(𝑀) and 𝐹𝑀𝐼(𝑀) – are observationally equivalent.
𝑎𝑑𝑣
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Fig. 5. IEC 61850 communication architecture [46].
6. Conclusion and future work

Indeed, an understanding of assets that make up a CPS and the use
of an applied 𝜋-calculus can provide useful insights about threats to
a CPS and help in reasoning about its behaviour. We have presented
threat modelling of CPS using an applied 𝜋-calculus in this paper. We
argued that the regular threat modelling approaches are not suitable
for capturing the threats to CPS considering the uncertainty, timing
and dependencies that exist between its entities. We then proposed
an extension to an applied 𝜋-calculus which allows us to capture both
the behaviour of the CPS as well as modelling possible adversary be-
haviour. Lastly, the utility of our model was demonstrated for the case
of an electrical substation fragment in which components communicate
via the IEC 61850 protocol.

In the future, we hope to consider the possibility of automating
the threat modelling process of CPS using the theoretical foundations
presented in this work. This is because the use of an automated support
tool can facilitate the threat modelling of a much more complex system.
In addition, we intend to expand our approach to investigate threats in
other sectors within the critical infrastructure. To that end, an adequate
applied 𝜋-calculus model for the system under consideration would
have to be developed.
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